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To,
The Editor/Chief Reporter
PRESS NOTE

Remove promptly encroachments of fanatics in the Shambuni Gudi temple area at Nizamabad
Strong opposition to acquire gold from Hindu temples under the pretext of development,
and deleting word ‘’ from Yoga performance
The news items that the BJP Government is contemplating to acquire gold offered by
devotees in the temples have been recently published. Will the Union Government, taking this
step to improve the national economy apply the same yardstick to the religious centres of Muslims
and Christians ? In order to prevent the Government from implementing this anti-Dharma decision,
deleting the word ‘’ from the practice of Yogas (On the occasion of ''International Day of Yoga' to
be celebrated on 21st June) just for the sake of showy secularism by not realising the utility and
necessity of ‘’ from the viewpoint of health of all citizens,and to Remove promptly
encroachments of fanatics in the Shambuni Gudi temple area at Nizamabad, the National Hindu
Movement held agitation on.09.05.2015. infront of DC Office,Nizamabad.In this Protest Hindu
Janajagruti Samiti,Shivasena,Bhakta Hindu Youth,Hindutva Yuva sena,Telangana Development
Organisation(TDO) Praticipated.
An ancient Shambuni Gudi temple, the seat of faith for Hindus is presently surrounded by
the encroachments made by the fanatics with the erection illegal shops. The shops have been
erected in such a congested manner that Hindus are even finding it difficult to enter the temple.
The temple is also overshadowed by the encroachment of the shops.
After Municipal commissioner's order On 22.2.2015 to vacate the illegal constructions here, when
officers went there, a group of people from other community opposed this. People of that
community were also ready to attack the officers along with their leaders. Hence despite of legal
orders, the illegal shops were not demolished. To protest this ABVP, Bajarangdal, Hindu Vahini,
Shivasena, Hindutva Yuvasena, Bhakta Hindu Youth and Hindu Janajagruti Samiti Submitted the
Memorandum to you and also to Municipal commissioner.
Municipal commissioner told that within time span of 15 Days those Illegal shops will be
Demolished. But till today no action is taken. Where as the same Municipal officers cleared all the
Hindu shops in Poosala galli as soon as the orders were passed. Is there Two separate laws for
two communities in this Country? OR community pressure is more powerful than Law of India.
So, today we on behalf of all the Hindu organisations, We request govt to take immediate action to
demolish all the illegal constructions in the lands of Shambuni Gudi.
Presently, the Government is in dire needs to pass the Land Acquisition Bill on the same
lines as acquiring gold from the temples for development. Why does the Government not acquire
a large proportion of land lying with the Church and Waqf Boards, which possesses lot of land
having size next to the land of temples, to implement its development projects ? Why is the
Government not making efforts on war footings to bring back thousands of crore of rupees of
Bharatiya citizens lying in the foreign banks in the form of black money ? All devotees expect that
the wealth, offered by them for the mission of Dharma in the temple should be utilised only for the

propagation of Dharma and not for the development. If the Government remained firm on its
proposal, the devotees themselves would launch nation-wide agitation and the Government would
have to face their ire.
The Union Government has taken commendable decision to celebrate 'International Day of
Yoga' on 21st June. The Union Government has planned various programmes throughout the
nation. However, the decision was taken to delete the word ‘’ from Yoga to make it sound secular
in these programmes. The importance of the word ‘’ is narrated not only in Hindu Dharma, but
also in Buddhism, Jain and Sikh religions. The word ‘’symbolises the source of the Universe. It
has been proved through the research that many ailments can be cured by chanting ‘'. The
Union Government even submits its opinion in the Supreme Court that Hindu religion is the best
way of leading the life. As a result, to delete the word ‘’from Yoga just to please someone or for
showy secularism is causing harm to the followers of Yoga. Therefore, the demand not to delete
the word ‘’from Yoga practice was also raised on the occasion.

Yours Truly,
Shri Nela Tukaram,
Hindu Janajagruti Samiti,Nizamabad.
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